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PUBLIC COMMENTS 
1) Public Meeting – September 11, 2023 (Item 6.a) 

2) Minutes - Owen Sound City Council September 11, 2023 (Item 4.b) 

3) Public Comments 

a. Reid O’Neil and Kaylyn Stewart – September 10, 2023  

b. Norah Toth – August 25, 2023 & September 11, 2023 

c. Natasha Barlow (Birds Canada) – August 30, 2023 

d. Penny Jenks – September 11, 2023 

e. Faith Leitch – September 11, 2023 

f. Nicole Sprague and Bobbie Muzzell – September 11, 2023 

g. Vicki Crystal – September 23, 2023 
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From: noreply@owensound.ca on behalf of 
To: Clerks
Subject: Re-Zoning Old Courthouse
Date: September 10, 2023 9:08:39 PM

Our names are Reid O'Neil and Kaylyn Stewart. We are the homeowners and residents of   Before we
raise our concerns, we would like to say that we are excited at the concept of the old courthouse being rejuvenated
and recognise that almost any productive use of a building of its size would require a lot of parking. We have
concerns regarding the potential of our street (300 block of 14th St E) being used as parking for patrons of the
venue.  When it comes to street parking.... WE ARE TAPPED OUT.  The apartment building at 4th/14th doesn't
have enough parking.  Tenants of that building usually take up all the spots on our street.  Just last winter tenants 
from that building were offering money to homeowners if they would be able to provide them a parking spot in their 
driveway.  The landlord only offered them parking at the Strathcona School... A long walk for a senior citizen.  We 
also have a 6-plex at 3rd/14th that brings in quite a few cars.  Due to extremely high rent prices in Owen Sound, we 
also have multi-generational homes on our street.  These homes also require a lot of cars and rely on street parking. 
As a paramedic, I also have concerns about patrons parking in the 300 block of 12th St E.  There is only street 
parking for a few vehicles and it’s usually full.  I fear people will do what people always do and disregard the signs. 
Parking on both sides of 12th street and leaving us unable to fit emergency vehicles through. We hope that a solution 
may be found to satisfy most.  There is vacant land and open spaces in the 1200 block of 1st Avenue E and in the 
1400 block of 3rd Avenue E that would be very suitable and could be a source of revenue for whoever owns the land.  
Weddings are usually Saturday… There are lots of businesses and public buildings that are closed on Saturday, 
potentially they could be utilised.  The city could look at opening a municipal parking lot nearby and charge patrons 
of the venue for parking, potentially relocate the dog park and use it’s space?  They spoke of a shuttle bus, People 
could park at the mall and be shuttled.  There is so much parking at the mall it wouldn’t even matter if the patrons 
left there vehicles overnight.



From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Natasha Barlow
Norah Toth; OS Planning
Peter Middleton; Kim Jaxa-Debicki; Ontario Swift Watch 
RE: Chimney Swift Roost - Old Court House Owen Sound 
Wednesday, August 30, 2023 3:31:05 PM

Hi All,

The Courthouse has been on our radar since Norah/Peter originally brought it up to us last year. Kim,
I’m not sure what information is useful, but I have also been in touch with ECCC regarding this site.
This site has been an active home for Threatened Chimney Swifts for years; in 2023, we have records
from Peter Middleton throughout May and June documenting 100+ swifts using the chimney, thus,
this site qualifies as critical habitat under the Federal Species at Risk Act (Recovery Strategy recently
published: https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/species-risk-public-
registry/recovery-strategies/chimney-swift-2023.html).

We are happy to send along detailed data records of occupancy and abundance at this site if that
would be useful, as well as have a conversation regarding restoration of the chimney (rather than
demolition), options involved with upgrading while maintaining the site for swifts, enhancing the
tourism potential of Owen Sound by highlighting this site to birders and nature-lovers, etc.,

Natasha

From: Norah Toth 
Sent: Friday, August 25, 2023 6:00 PM
To: planning@owensound.ca
Cc: Peter Middleton  Natasha Barlow
<nbarlow@birdscanada.org>; Kim Jaxa-Debicki <kim.jaxa-debicki@ontario.ca>; Patrick Nadeau
<pnadeau@birdscanada.org>
Subject: Chimney Swift Roost - Old Court House Owen Sound

Hello Jacqueline

Thank you for returning my call about this significant Chimney Swift roost which, I
believe, requires protection.

I am aware that Peter Middleton, a resident of Owen Sound, retired outdoor educator
and a person who has comprehensive knowledge of the Chimney Swift population in
the City, has been gathering  observational data about this site and Chimney Swifts in
Owen Sound for a number of years. He submits his data to Swift Watch, a program of
Birds Canada.

I expect that Kim will be able to direct you to the staff at MECP in Peterborough who
deal with Aerial Insectivores. I have provided her contact information below as well as
copied her on this correspondence.

mailto:nbarlow@birdscanada.org
mailto:osplanning@owensound.ca
mailto:kim.jaxa-debicki@ontario.ca
mailto:ontarioswiftwatch@birdscanada.org
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Kim Jaxa-Debicki
Conservation Initiatives Advisor
Species at Risk Recovery Section(Environment, Conservation and Parks)

705-313-2585
kim.jaxa-debicki@ontario.ca

Jacquiline, the information below is from 2021, but you may be able to find
some more current information about this project in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania. It was a very interesting presentation.

Modeling a Solution of Cooperation between Conservation and Development: A
Panel Discussion, 4/21

Join us (virtually) for this series of presentations in partnership with Lehigh

Valley Audubon Society: S.O.S. Save Our Swifts by Saving their Urban Habitat:

Telling the Story of the Chimney Swifts and their Connection to Our City.

John Noble, Developer and property owner of Masonic Temple and Wilbur

Mansion

Peter Saenger, Ornithologist, Lehigh Valley Audubon Society, President

Lynn F. Rothman, Environmental Scientist, Bethlehem Environmental
Advisory Council, Chair

Karen Beck Pooley, Professor of Practice, Director of Environmental Policy,

Lehigh University

Breena Holland (moderator), Professor of Political Science and the

Environmental Initiative, Lehigh University

Developer and property owner, John Noble will tell the story of his commitment

to conservation, his discovery of the birds in the Masonic Temple Chimney in

South Bethlehem, his decision to save the birds by saving an important part of

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fwww.infogo.gov.on.ca%2femp%3fid%3d279970%26_b%3dc2VhcmNodHlwZT0xJnNvcnRkaXI9YXNjJnNvcnRjb2w9UmFuayZ0b3Bvcmc9MCZwYWdlPTEma2V5d29yZHM9SmF4YSZzb3J0bGFiZWw9c29ydC1vcHRpb24wJmxvY2FsZT1lbg%3d%3d&c=E,1,g46ngOOXOC9ugd3QE5B1g28NyD5cua_5TYsrxYKNzn-dMUNYXe1MM_kXrAu4qXz6CaC5C2zRc6PgcFY03EAlpv8eDOIl_jISxY2JvZDjqqB3YnAVov0ZuQGpn5nR&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fwww.infogo.gov.on.ca%2forg%3fid%3d216045%26_b%3dc2VhcmNodHlwZT0xJnNvcnRkaXI9YXNjJnNvcnRjb2w9UmFuayZ0b3Bvcmc9MCZwYWdlPTEma2V5d29yZHM9SmF4YSZzb3J0bGFiZWw9c29ydC1vcHRpb24wJmxvY2FsZT1lbg%3d%3d&c=E,1,2NNht39kCgxBLuqZK_5T3TFwuH6Pdh1Nnl4npFTuFrwq4cYTgiH7Q-ws1Ld8ciTiC1T_7BiLlHJDnGGSc7MAEwqzcF95myf_Pe3e9P4VUzKO&typo=1
mailto:%20kim.jaxa-debicki@ontario.ca


their migratory habitat and the impact of this decision on his development

project. Peter Saenger will speak about the impact of this project on the

population of Chimney Swifts, as well as the broader impact of urban

development on bird migration. Lynn Rothman will speak about the balance

between environmental protection and development. Karen Beck Pooley will

speak about how we might design and implement policies that protect wild

species in urban areas. Finally, we will invite the public to imagine: What does it

mean for a city to befriend a bird? How might the symbolic gesture of naming

the Chimney Swift the Bird of Bethlehem impact our relationship to the species?

Then how might we implement policy changes that reflect that changing

relationship?  How might this story encourage a city-wide attitude of respect for

wildlife, a changing relationship to the earth?

l appreciate you sharing that there will be a Public Meeting at 5:30 pm on September

11, 2023 concerning the development at the Courthouse.

Norah Toth



From: Norah Toth < >  
Sent: Monday, September 11, 2023 8:07 AM 

To: OS Planning <osplanning@owensound.ca>; Norah Toth < > 
Cc: Natasha Barlow <nbarlow@birdscanada.org>; Peter Middleton 

< > 
Subject: Subject: Chimney Swift Roost at 1235 and 1259 3rd Avenue East - Old 
Court House and Jail 

 

Attention: Pam Coulter and Sabine Robart 
 

As you are aware, the former Courthouse qualifies as critical habitat 
for the Threatened Chimney Swift under the Federal Species at Risk 
Act due to the chimney being a significant roost site for these birds. 
(Recovery Strategy recently published: Chimney Swift (Chaetura 
pelagica): recovery strategy 2023 - Canada.ca). ECCC has been 
advised of this.  
 

I have not found any information addressing this matter in the package 
before Council today. Could you please let me know how and when this will 

be addressed.   
 

I would appreciate receiving this information before the Public Meeting this 
evening. We plan to attend the meeting and provide comments and your 

response prior to the meeting would be very helpful.   
 

Thank you. 

  

Norah Toth 

 

 

 

cc Pam Coulter 
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filSubmission 2 - Sept 7L,2023

Mayor Boddy, members of the City Council, Staff

My name is Faith Leitch. I live at   in Owen Sound, Ontario. More specifically, I have

been clamped to the side of the subject property for over 36 years. Our property runs 240 feet along its

northern boundary and everything that happens at or around it affects us and our lives. Previously, we

liyed on 2nd Avenue East for 7 years, across the street from the former YMCA, so we are more than

familiar with living on a busy street with an institution in the area. We have never experienced a

commercial business dumped into the midst of residences -- not until now.

When the County of Grey was looking for a site to put its new buildings in l-853, it wanted to find a

location that would be befitting of its stature. Victoria Park was discounted as it was owned by the

County and they wanted a property that they could purchase. The site on 3rd Avenue East was spacious,

surrounded by small family farms. The County of Grey opened the Courthouse in l'854 with a few cells

for drunks and misdemeanours, and added three sections over the next few years as more inmates were

incarcerated -- and some managed to escape (still were during our time). ln L976, the Province took

over Corrections, re-designated it to a Maximum-Security Provincial Jail and leased the property from

the County, on a rolling 5-year basis. lt was a "cash cow" -- at the end, the lease garnered 512,000 a

month in return for keeping its hands off, including the jail's behaviour and any remedial action on

contamination due to asbestos, lead and chemicals most of us have never heard of' The County and City

calculated that they would never have to face the cost of cleaning it up. Time after time, I was told that

"the jail will never close", despite its age. ln L960, the Courthouse left after signing a 2-part agreement

with owen Sound that it had to purchase the Courthouse then, and eventually the jail section when the

County no longer needed it (in other words, when the province terminated the rolling lease). The City

forgot about that second part of the March 4, tg6} bylaw agreement. I reminded them in the early

2000's, but they laughed it off. The province kept stating that it would close the old jails -- 7996,2007'

2010. With no new jails being built and the inmate population growing, the bigger locations ran out of

room and started to rent space in the smaller jails. This kept them open as they struggled to "update"

the operation and physical attributes of the operation'

Everything grew exponentially. The small blue van was turned over to a white one, complete with a

loud backup beeper that made the mechanics at the local garage cringe when it came in for

maintenance and repairs. The transfer of inmates from out-of-town (Barrie, Guelph, Toronto) and the

local courtrooms, were carried out by diesel-powered paddy wagons, occasionally a 45-seat coach bus,

dropping off inmates for bathroom breaks, returning to the bus with a packed lunch in a paper bag.

Garbage, that was hand-carried to the front lot, was picked up by huge dumpster trucks that shook the

bins high in the air alongside the fence, alongside our rhododendrons (sometimes a tossed garbage bag

1ew over our fence into the gardens). We forced the Province to move it out of the side alley to the

front parking lot where it attracted pigeons and seagulls to the bulging, open bins. We had to pay for



the fence in the mid-section to shelter us from the dumpster bin. The County and the Province refused

to build the fence, the County claimed that they would not pay for the fence mandated in the 1985

zoning bylaws before we arrived (they only hold the lease), and the province/jail wouldn't pay as they

were only leasing the property. ln 2004, we forced the Province to replace the sagging chain-link ends

with the balance of the fencing. Their fence ran along beside ours -- a few inches away-- filled with

weeds and eventually saplings that caught in the fence boards. Personal visits from family members,

quiet during the first years, became noisy as the visitors increased in relation to the increase in inmate

population and became young "friends" loitering along our fence, the language getting even more

offensive.

The small local delivery trucks became large diesel trucks, some as large as 53 feet long. They started

to show up in the early hours of the morning, violating the bylaw restriction of 8 am. The snow was

removed during the day by a pickup truck when we arrived; by the end, it was done by a huge, front-end

loader at 4:30am, over a 4O-minute process, complete with a flashing light and backup beeper as it

struggled to clear snow out of the small alley along the old garage and the under-sized parking lot of the

jail section, The staff would have to come out to the parking lot to move their vehicles in and out of the

lot, laughing and shouting to each other and the operator, key fobs going off throughout' ln the middle

of the winter, the front-end loader, accompanied by a series of dump trucks, moved the accumulated

snow out of the front lot, over a period of 3 hours. Over the years, I grew to fear the coming of winter.

Sometimes, I would have to drag my pillow to the office, on the other side of the house, to sleep on the

couch. The staff used their snowblower to blow the snow in the entrance area and along the north wall

over the fence onto our flowerbeds, killing our silver lace vines, the benjamina and chain trees and

eventually the rhododendrons and the azalea bushes that we had lovingly planted in our "meditation

garden".

To keep the operation of the jail low key, there was no lighting in either the front parking lot or the back

area. No signage declaring the real purpose of the Jail, no 8-foot chain-link fence with barbwire on top

to protect the public from the inmates that managed to flee (installed in all other facilities)' The

property originally had a white board fence enclosing the entire property. When it rotted away, no

replacement was made, from our information. The province refused to put a sallieport entrance into the

outer wall (like the Walkerton Jail) to provide egress in and out of the vehicles transporting inmates,

instead loading and unloading prisoners along the fence, at the front of the old garage, along our fence.

They put large lights on the north courtyard exterior walls that flooded our yard at night - against the

bylaw preventing light spilling onto an adjoining property and destruction of the "night sky" provision.

We had to force the province to put scraps of aluminum sheeting over them to cut down the resulting

glare - you can still see them there.

Every time something happened at another provincialjail, it started the same chain reaction here at the

Owen Sound Jail. That is how razor wire got added to the top of the entrance walls when inmates

escaped -- but only in the entrance area at the side (so people wouldn't get alarmed and ask what was

happening here). Eventually, a roving camera appeared at the front corner of the old garage. While

working outside in our yard, we looked up and saw the camera following us around. The City and the

police told us that we should be happy that we were being watched over in case an inmate escaped into



our yard. The camera got moved to the south-east corner -- with a shield to protect the privacy of the

adjoining house. There was no problem with the hydro going out but another jail got a generator, so a

large one got installed on the south side, outside of the kitchen.

For years, the runoff from the Jail's parking lot, full of "oil and grit" poured onto our lawn, killing the

grass and plants. A report by City's engineer, John McKay, proved that the City had full knowledge of it.

ln 2O04, we forced a continuous cement curb to be put in. lt was to be 5 feet from the property line,

graded away from our property and filled with "large caliper fir trees", The Jail refused to comply with

any City bylaws that did not suit them , claiming "Queen's Right". I have a letter from the Province that

they would comply but their representative blocked it. The first section was installed less than the

mandated 5 feet (3 men stood there scratching their heads and then shrugging). Near the end of the old

garage, the Province asked to push the curbing in towards the fence with a t2-foot opening (they had

been pulling the curbstones out all winter until they got the right width). With fingers crossed that it

wouldn't be noticed (after all it's easier to beg forgiveness than permission) they had it installed at 1"7

feet. The trees were never planted along the fence in 2004 because the Jail didn't want to maintain

them. By now, they would have been a good size and would be affording us protection. Now, I am told

by the City's Planning Department that it is impossible to plant trees large enough to do so. The trees

were also to protect our property from snow being blown through the fence or over it. Part of the

damage that we sustained was because maintenance and staff poured bags of Sifto salt along our fence

then blew it over and through the fence onto our gardens and flowerbeds. Their practice of blowing the

snow through the slats of the fence along the parking lot caused us to pay for extra boards to be added

to prevent that. Between the original area and the parking lot, we paid out 53000 of our own money (at

that time) -- money that should have been reimbursed to us. Over the years, we abandoned the

property along the boundary fence as people peered at us through the top and foul language

overpowered us along the fence. Eventually, we bought a trailer and moved to a campground for the

summers, abandoning our home and yard. The grounds deteriorated with the lack of care. I found it

hard to care. For the last couple years, I have been struggling to clean up the yard. lt's hard at my age

and a diagnoses Afib and Rhuematoid Arthritis has acerbated my problems. This proposal has brought all

the fear and angst to the forefront.

Since the jail closed and its activity stopped, our neighbourhood has returned to peace and quiet,

pigeons and seagulls, no longer feeding on the garbage surrounding the dumpster have disappeared,

replaced by the songbirds driven away with all the noise generated by the jail functions. No backup

beepers, no diesel fumes, no foul language, no prisoners yelling at me from the jail's cell block and

former Governor's Residence, no maintenance work by prisoners on the sidewalk beside our fence,

alongside the meditation garden that we had to abandon. Just peace and quiet, decency.

Now, you might ask what all this experience has to do with all this situation. What is the connection?

What has all this history to do with the current situation? Well, except for the razor wire (l hope) it will

be a repeat performance, all the anxiety of loss of quiet enjoyment of our property will be violated. lt is

a provincial Offence to cause harm to someone or their property, including loss of privacy and

enjoyment of property, A possible fine of 55,000 can be laid. From reading all the materials supplied by

the owner, attending two meetings with the City's Planning Department, and making enquiries, I have



gleaned a ton of information. Not only will there be a loading dock at my side (the delivery drivers, for

the most part, kept their trucks out in the parking lot) but there is a second one planned on the south

side. Due to lack of space, the snow removal will be accompanied by dump trucks most times to clear it'

I have seen the site plans, preliminary as they might be. There are elements missing: curbing ( I was

told that the current one was from an old 1985 zoning bylaw and not required -- no, it is bylaw 5'23'2

from the current 2010 set) , fencing (in order to do its job of screening us, what is the height and

material and will our trees be damaged) , lighting (where, how many, what kind - there are bylaw

requirements), dumpster and enclosure locations, proper tree and plants lists including names, sizes,

etc., storage of snow in the front lot, the problem of the small S-foot strips in the back lot that are

totally inadequate for the amount of snow we get in Owen Sound. Where are the two condensers

actually going to be put along the north side, affecting us. Why is a loading dock being allowed at the

side of our property. Will there be cameras placed on the property, where? ls the 100 parking spaces

inclusive of staffing needs -- their literature seems to imply that staff should come and leave by bus

(local and municipal). Their literature also recommends that traffic should avoid the bridge over the

Sydenham river, pouring onto the side streets.

The owner is being allowed to use the excuse of "spatial constraints" ( the City picked him because his

company promised to keep all the buildings intact making it impossible to accommodate the 1-00 parking

spaces required for this size of facility). The majority of the parking will be permitted along the sides of

the street, beside our homes. Shuttle buses and valet services will shuffle the guests back and forth to

distances up to 500 metres from the facility, disturbing the peace in the wee hours of the morning.

Guests are to be warned that on-street parking stops at 1 am until 7am. Will the owner pay the fines or

the cost of towing the vehicle of a tardy guest?

Noise will be an interesting problem. We suffered for 23 years with noise -- 2a/7 (people, machines).

Will the air be filled with diesel fumes and backup beepers again? This is an event venue. There will be

music and noise pouring over the stone walls, into the night, seeping out of buildings and the open

entertainment areas at the rear. This is a residential area. Noise is to stop at 1Lpm. There is to be NO

amplified music at any time. The owner has produced lots of reports showing the spread of noise from

the property. They have determined that whatever the noise of activity, it is "acceptable" to us (whether

frOm guests or operationS such aS condensers, movement of trucks, etc.).

Traffic is another unknown. Third Avenue East is a busy thoroughfare to places like the Bayshore Arena

and lnn on the Bay - both busy spots with lots of busy traffic. lmagine weekends with this facility added

to the mix. The Aquarium was sunk on the traffic issue alone. lmagine our surprise when reading the

owner's report suggesting that we should all help with traffic congestion by using bikes to move around

townl This area has one of the oldest populations. There are children getting off and on buses twice a

day on this block. Currently, we have trouble getting out of our laneways with vehicles pouring down

15th Street like bingo balls. When the light changes at 10th and 3rd Avenues East, it's like the hound

have been released as vehicles hurtle down the street towards us.



We are told that we won't mind the dust (from the re-construction and daily activity), odour (from the

kitchens, garbage bins), vibration (from re-construction, condensers). Their reports have determined

that it also is "tolerable".

The people surrounding this property know, from years of experience, what noise and activity will pour

over their homes and effect their lives -- not the professionals, with their reports, claim will affect them'

yet, we are being asked for our input to allow this rezoning from lnstitutional to Commercial' What if the

new owner decides that he can't make it on these small margins or demand doesn't meet expectations.

Will the effect of the change allow something even more sinister to be allowed or will the fact that that

the property has already received a change of zoning make it more attractive for flipping? People that I

talk to are asking this question. Are we naive?

The mayor, et al., keep bringing up the fact that this proposal will make this area more attractive.

Maybe to some, after all it will probably clean it up, but at what cost to the residents of this area? This

property is almost completely surrounded by homes, except for the corner occupied by the fire hall and

ambulance buildings. lt was interesting to read the assessment of the new owner's people' They

remarked that the City did a survey of people in the area (October 2019) at the Bayshore Arena,

presenting five options. Despite pretending to be taking a poll, with our little blue dots to be put on the

board, the City knew the decision -- as the report said, it was to "do nothing". The report, probably to

absolve itself of blocking low-cost housing to be built on this land, mentions that there has been plenty

of time for the City to act on building said housing (action where the City would have to pay for the cost

of remediation and reconstruction). Again the City opted to "do nothing" (per the same report). The

City had let the County of Grey get away with not keeping this property in good, healthy condition,

making sure that the contamination was removed before they had to buy it. The City has had this

property since the end of 20L3, refusing to clean it up and allowing the building to continue to

deteriorate, putting plywood on the windows, the stonework to fall out and the grounds to fill up with

overgrowth and garbage. Any new owner has to maintain the grounds to the City's standards' Since the

City has owned it, the buildings have been broken into and vandalized as no one has made the effort to

secure it properly. The City has abdicated its duty and trust to maintain the site in good order,

preserving its heritage. Like an old hooker, it was sold to the lowest bidder and being left on the side of

the road, The new owner has two years to bring the property to fruition, during which we have to live

with its shabbiness. I have been told that the Bylaw Department is driven by complaints. I have made

complaints over many years, as have others, to no avail.

When we sat in the Beaver Lumber parking lot in July of 1987, across from the old house we were

anticipating to buy, we were filled with hope that the lovely, but worn limestone building, bereft of its

original front verandah would make a grand accompaniment to the home that we planned to renovate'

Wehadnoideaofthehellwewouldexperience. Thislatestincarnationishardtobear.Youtalkabout

the area being artistic and a wonderful place to live yet you are willing to put a facility with drinking

facilities and partying in the midst of our family homes.



Mr. Ainis knew that this property was "lnstitutional" when he bought it. He must have been astute

enough when he and his people assessed it to know that things like parking was impossible to comply

with. Most properties have to contain parking within their own lot; the expansion of that to another lot

no more than 10O metres from the property was dismissed and the City expanded that to on-street

parking up to 100 metres away. The owner then declared that he thought that a limit of 500 metres

would be more suitable to his purposes due to his willingness to preserve all the buildings. The

Courthouse complex was never designed to accommodate that volume of parking and trying to pretend

otherwise does a disservice to its original purpose.

For me, on a personal level, this will be a repeat of the pain that we experienced during the tenure of

the provincial Maximum-Security Jail. From what I have seen and heard, there is no way to mitigate the

problems of noise pouring from a facility like this. lt would have to be entirely enclosed and

soundproofed. placements of activities would require adjustments to the structure or purchase of the

old Land Registry. Any dumpsters and loading docks would have to be placed at the rear of the property

-- not at the side of our property, including areas for staff breaks. Snow removal would be done during

the day when the facility was not holding events. Someone once remarked that if our destruction had

happened today, "they" would not have gotten away with it. ls there some avenue that I have not

explored yet?

ln case it is not obvious, personally, I don't want this here. I vote No to the change to the official Plan

andRe-zoningofthisproperty. Leaveitas"lnstitutional"or,ifyoucan,returnittoitslg86zoningof

"Residential". I am requesting, nay demanding, that the rezoning and change to the Official Plan be

denied. The proposal is not compatible with our neighbourbood -- it will completely destroy it. I invite

the members of City Council and the new owner, with his people, to come to my back yard to see the

proximity of this facility and the effect of his proposal on us'

Mr. Ainis, do the right thing. Cancel this deal. By not completing the next step, the City will be forced to

start the buy-back process. You live in Toronto with all their wheeling and dealing. Leave us to our

more peaceful, slower pace.

Thank you

,r



From: Nicole Sprague   
Sent: Monday, September 11, 2023 4:31 PM 

To: Service Owen Sound <service@owensound.ca> 
Subject: Old Courthouse of Arts Building 

 
I am not for the Old Courthouse of Arts Building to become a place that 

serves alcohol/ Bar. I don’t think it’s a place for it.  When there is loud noice 
in the building it dose have a rather large echo that will be disturbing to us 

living in close proximity and having it open to morning hours is unreasonable 
to residents and the neighbours being Ambulances and fire department. I 

don’t think it’s the right space for it.  Having said that I think that the 
parking does cause a rather large problem. Having cars spill on to our 

surrounding streets is hazardous to the safety of our residents, Ambulance 
and fire trucks.  Please take these thoughts into consideration.  Thanks 

Nicole Sprague and Bobbie Muzzell.   

 

mailto:service@owensound.ca


From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Pam Coulter
Carol Merton
Tim Simmonds; Briana Bloomfield; Sabine Robart; Jacklyn Iezzi 
Re: Old Courthouse/Jail proposal
Sunday, September 24, 2023 7:52:47 AM

Thank you Councillor Merton. 
We will add this to the official public record. 
P

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 24, 2023, at 6:39 AM, Carol Merton  wrote:


Hello Vicki
Thank you for your email outline your concerns. I have copied your message to
the City Manager Tim Simmonds, Director of Community Services Pam Coulter
and the City Clerk for their information and
 response regarding the issues relating to parking and noise.
Take care 
Carol Merton
Councillor

On Sep 23, 2023, at 2:24

From: Vicki Crystal 
Date: September 23, 2023 at 1:27:07 PM EDT
To: Mayor & Council <Council@owensound.ca>
Subject: Old Courthouse/Jail proposal


Hi there,

I am a resident of Owen Sound in the 4th Avenue East &
11th Street East area. 

I am concerned about parking and noise given the
current proposal of rezoning & adding the bars &
wedding venue in this historic building. 

Parking along these side streets is already concerning for
many, with the additional parking being 'allotted' to this

mailto:pcoulter@owensound.ca
mailto:tsimmonds@owensound.ca
mailto:bbloomfield@owensound.ca
mailto:srobart@owensound.ca
mailto:jiezzi@owensound.ca


venue, some of these streets will become one way at
best.. nevermind if there's an emergency, which puts our
residents at risk.

Also, not being part of downtown, the noise is another
concern. This area already has enough interruption on a
daily/nightly basis with our excess of folks with mental
health, drug and housing issues searching local vehicles
and yards for items to "cash in".

Hoping there will be an opportunity for all the residents
that share these same sediments to voice our concerns
and possible suggestions, before this moves forward. 

Thanks for your time.
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